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Introduction

This report grew out of a desire to understand these two 

charts in the context of the my outlook for 2020. Gasoline 

inventories have been riding the top of the five year aver-

age range all year long. Not clearly visible on this plot is 

the fact that, for this time of the year, Gasoline invento-

ries are at their highest levels in over ten years.

And yet all year long Distillate inventories have been test-

ing the lower edges of their five year average range. And 

Distillate is poised to break below that average range.

There is Clearly a Systemic Glut of Gasoline
• The year 2019 began with Gasoline glut headlines. 

• The year is ending with Gasoline inventories for this 

time of year at their highest levels in over ten years. 

• What is the nature of this glut?

• My search for a comprehensive answer led me to the 

rise of the EV and the demise of the ICE

• The US EV numbers are still quite small.

• However the global numbers are starting to matter.

• The implication is that it will only get more difficult 

for the US refiners to export their glut.
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these are the major background pieces involved
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How to See into the Future

The focus of my attention over the last 35 years has 

been the gap between the past and the future. Over the 

course of these many years I have learned a few things 

about how to spot the trends that will endure and the 

trends that will not.  

For price trends in markets there is nothing that beats 

technical analysis. But what about trends that do not 

involve shifts in market prices? What about trends that 

involve how we live our lives? How can one measure the 

strength and longevity of these kinds of trends? For this I 

have found two tolls that are indispensable.  

The first  tool is the historical study of cycles of change. 

They say there is nothing new under the sun. Whatever 

might be happening now, we can be certain that some-

thing like it happened before. The second tool is the 

close observation of collective human behavior,  its vari-

ous expressions and dynamics. It is this second tool that 

alerts me to what to study in the history books.

Collective Human Behavior

The general reaction of the collective awareness to 

trends in social behavior speaks volumes about the likely 

longevity of those trends. And I have found that these 

reactions fall into three main categories.

1. A trend that everyone is trying their level best to 

champion is likely a trend on its death bed. Society 

long ago became comfortable with this trend, and so 

will try any argument, however deeply flawed, to try 

and convince themselves that this trend will persist.

2. Trends that no one notices or pays any attention to 

are solid and likely to persist.

3. Trends that most are desperately railing against  are 

the trends that will likely endure. People are angry 

at such trends because they feel threatened by them. 

Deep down they see these new trends upending their 

comfortable status quo. The trend of transportation 

electrification is one such trend. It is a trend that is 

carrying with it a boat load of disruption.
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The Future is NOT Completely Concealed
• It is easy to say that no one can see the future and 

leave it at that.
• However such a statement would be incorrect.
1. The momentum of trends does persist into the future.
2. Cycles from the past do persist into the future.
3. Collective human behavior does not change.
• These three facts enable us to make forecasts

Thought Provoking, NOT Definitive
• The observations in this report are presented with the 

aim of provoking thoughts, discussions, and debates.
• The forecasts in this report are by no means intended 

to be authoritative, definitive, or indisputable.
• The future is re-created at each next moment in ways 

both subtle and significant. However history does get 
repeated. Hence the contents of this report.
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What Drives Capitalism?

The Merriam-Webster dictionary has a competent and entirely 

useful definition of capitalism:

• The bold, red italics are mine.

• Rate this last phrase as the most significant when it comes 

identifying what actually drives capitalism.

• Capitalism has no love for the status quo.

• Capitalism is constantly on the look-out for lower cost 

production and lower cost operations.

• If a lower cost option is discovered, the higher cost status 

quo is instantly rendered obsolete.

• This is the relentless reality of capitalism.

• And it is a reality free of national borders.

An economic system characterized by private 

or corporate ownership of capital goods, by 

investments that are determined by private 

decisions, and by prices, production, and the 

distribution of goods that are determined 

mainly by competition in a free market
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The ‘Creative Destruction’ of Capitalism

I really do not like the term ‘creative destruction’ ( CD ). It sounds 

a bit too Orwellian. It sounds more like a propaganda  term than 

an accurate description. But a description of what?

The term ‘creative destruction’ was coined by the economist 

Joseph Schumpeter in 1942 to describe the relentless innovation 

whereby an older and more expensive process or product is re-

placed by an improved or cheaper process or product. Schumpeter 

called CD ‘the essential fact about capitalism.’ 

Economists see any attempt to resist CD as an inevitable cause of 

restricted economic growth, misallocation of resources, economic 

stagnation, and an eventual financial crisis.

If we dig a bit deeper we find that CD is most frequently cited as 

a proxy for a less palatable term. That term is ‘job flows.’ And 

the term ‘job flows’ is in turna proxy for ’job losses.’ Economists 

estimate that, in a health economy, over ten percent of existing 

jobs did not exist a year before and will not exist a year later. 

Recessions are seem as periods where job losses outnumber new 

job creation. It is assumed that the increased job destruction 

during a recession will be corrected by the increased job creation 

during the ensuing recovery.

The ‘Creative Destruction’ of Capitalism, continued

If we dig a bit deeper still we uncover some rather chilling state-

ments. Such as this gem from Schumpeter in 1934, during the 

depths of the ‘Great Depression.’ “Depressions are not simply 

evils, which we might attempt to suppress, but... forms of some-

thing which has to be done, namely, adjustment to change.”

From this vantage point any attempts to provide some modicum 

of job security are seen as negatives that slow economic growth 

and output. Protection on the scale of corporations create zombie 

companies and accumulate bad debts that further slow economic 

growth and productivity.

Tariffs also act to slow economic growth. International competition 

is a very important source of CD that has a significant impact on 

productivity growth and innovation.

And then there are the major disruptions where job losses outpace 

new job creation for extended periods of time. The electrifica-

tion of transportation threatens to be one of those major events. 

There is that old proverb ‘forewarned is forearmed.’ Better to 

see a tidal wave of CD in advance than be blind-sided. In the long 

run the benefits will undoubtedly outweigh the drawbacks. The 

question is the depth and duration of the meanwhile.
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The New: from Status Symbol to Indispensable

• In ancient Rome, anything brought into town on a 

merchant ship was an instant status symbol.

• In the early days of the industrial revolution, burning 

coal instead of wood was a status symbol.

• In the early days of whaling, lighting with whale oil 

instead of candles was a status symbol.

• In the early days of electrification, the use of light 

bulbs instead of kerosene was a status symbol.

• In a world of horses, the first automobiles were very 

much status symbols. They were too fragile and way 

too unreliable to be even remotely practical.

• The first dish-washing machines were status symbols.

• Remember when an iPhone was a status symbol? Who 

could possibly need that much tech?

• In every case the lower cost economics of the new 

technology ensured that what was initially a luxury 

item quickly became an indispensable item.

Top Ten Triumphs of Capitalism - Summary

1. Businesses with multiple shareholders spread the risks of 

maritime trade in ancient Rome. The rest is history.

2. The invention of modern mining enables the price of coal 

to undercut the price of wood as the world’s major fuel. 

3. This enabled the industrial revolution.

4. The rapid rise of the whaling industry is driven by the need 

to light the factories of the industrial revolution.

5. The first successful US oil well is drilled in 1859. The price 

of kerosene quickly undercuts the price of whale oil.

6. The price of steam power undercuts horse power, enabling 

the mechanization of agriculture.

7. The discovery of AC - DC and the electric bulb enables 

electricity to undercuts the price of lighting kerosene.

8. The Internal Combustion Engine ( ICE ) undercuts the price 

of horse and steam based transportation.

9. China undercuts the cost of labor in the US, opening the 

door for the rise of China as a manufacturing power.

10. Silicon Valley enables electric vehicles ( EV ) to undercut 

the operational cost of ICE based transportation.
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“This is a minor setback. The hunter-gatherer economy is still good.”

Trying Transitions

• Major economic transitions first meet fierce resistance, 

then grudging toleration, then universal acceptance.

• In the earliest stage of every major transition, defenders 

of the status quo always have a long list of brilliant reasons 

why the new discovery is not actually cheaper.

• In the earliest stages the consensus is generally that the 

transition to the new technology would be too difficult 

and expensive to be practical.

• All such reasons reveal a comfort with the status quo.

• However, capitalism has no use for the status quo.

• Free market prices are a relentless driver.

• And into the most trying transitions even the most ardent 

defenders of capitalism will attack the changes wrought 

by  a new lower cost discovery.

• I did a recent piece on the free market driven migration 

of manufacturing from high cost US to low cost China.

• Decades later politicians are still attacking that transition.

• My focus is this report is the replacement of ICE by EVs.
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Some Historical Notes on Major Transitions

1. The innovations that allowed deeper coal mines like wood 

props and roofing were first adopted around 1800.

2. The Industrial Revolution in the US became necessary as 

a result of the War of 1812

3. Captain Thomas W. Roys discovered bowhead whales in 

the Arctic in 1848

4. The first successful oil well was drilled on August 27, 1859  

near Titusville, PA by George Bissell and Edwin Drake.

5. The first steam tractor was invented in 1868

6. Thomas Edison invented the ‘first’ practical incandescent 

electric bulb in 1878

7. In 1908 Henry Ford rolled out the first Model T 

8. Between 1965 and 2005 manufacturing as a percent of the 

US economy fell from 53% to only 9%

9. In 2008, one hundred years from the first Model T, Tesla 

rolls out its first EV

10. In 2019 the first gas station in America to ditch petroleum 

for 100% electric charging opened in Maryland “In case you haven’t heard, we live in caves now and wear clothes.”
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Collapse of the Whaling Industry: 1856 to 1876

• 1846 - A Canadian geologist figures out how to   

     distill kerosene from crude oil

• 1846 - Whale Oil volume peaks at 18 mil gals per year

• 1856 - Whale Oil averages $1.77 per gallon

• 1856 - Global whaling fleet peaks at 735 ships

• 1859 - First successful oil well drilled ( PA )

• A three year whaling voyage would be lucky to return 

with 4,000 bbl of whale oil

• A PA oil wells pump an average of 3,000 bbl/day 

• 1860 - there are already 40 kerosene plants in the US

• 1876 - global whaling fleet now only 39 ships

• 1876 - 9.5 mil bbl of crude oil produced in USA

• That is 400 million gallons

• 1876 - Kerosene falls to 10 cents per gallon

• 1876 - Whale Oil costs 1.10 cents per gallon

Top 3 Reasons for the Collapse of Whale Oil

• Whale oil smelled like dead fish, had a relatively short 

shelf life, and had an unreliable source of supply. 

• However this is not why kerosene replaced it.

1. Kerosene was much cheaper than Whale Oil.

2. Kerosene was much cheaper than Whale Oil.

3. Kerosene was much cheaper than Whale Oil.

• Capitalism seeks out lower cost options.

• The replacement of whale oil with kerosene  for lighting 

was inevitable and rapid.

• Homeowners and factory owners did not shift to kerosene 

to save the whales.

• They shifted to save money.

• What later replaced Lighting Kerosene?

• Electricity. Because it was cheaper than Kerosene.
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• The Renault City K-ZE EV was announced for 
the Chinese market.

• Starting at 61,800 Yuan or $8,700 US
• Range of 100 miles

Tesla Model 3 Outsold BMW, 
Mercedes, Audi, & Lexus Competitors 
in 2nd Quarter --- By a Landslide!
August 10th, 2019

Small & Midsize Luxury Cars - Q2 2019 - USA Sales

• 47,000 Tesla Model 3
• 12,933 Lexus ES
• 12,358 BMW 5 Series
• 12,335 Mercedes C Class
• 10,345 Mercedes E/CLS Class
•  6,375 Audi A4
•  6,143 Acura TLX
•  6,096 Audi A5
•  6,073 Infinity Q50
•  5,015 Volvo 60 Series
•  4,674 Lincoln MKZ
•  4,544 Audi A6
•  4,478 Lexus IS
•  4,292 BMW 4 Series
•  2,812 Mercedes CLA Class
•  2,459 Audi A3
•  2,311 Alfa Romeo Giulia
•  1,660 Genesis G80
•  1,551 BMW 2 Series

• 1,490 Lincolns
• 1.146 Lexus RC
• 1,098 Infiniti Q60
•    775 Lexus GS
•    765 Volvo 90 
•    731 Infiniti Q70
•    292 Acura RLX

The World’s Most Important
Electric Car is Launching Now, And

It’s Not A Porsche Or Tesla

The Iconic Image for our Age?
A Tesla Cybertruck pulling Ford 

Reluctantly into the EV Age

Elon Musk says there are 250,000 
pre-orders for Tesla’s Cybertruck
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Fueling an ICE versus Charging an EV

• Based on 13¢ per kWh and $2.50/gal gasoline

• EV bill averages $3.70 per 100 miles

• ICE bill average $10.00 per 100 miles

Total Cost = operations + maintenance

• A CA Tesla fleet is near 500,000 miles per car

• ICE fleet cars are retired by 100,000 miles

• ICE typical cost is 34¢/mi @100,000 miles 

• Tesla costs are 22¢/mi @ 500,000 miles

• EVs are significantly cheaper to run than ICE

• And this with primitive electric motors and 

already obsolete lithium ion batteries.

• Electric motor and battery technology continue 

to rapidly evolve. 

• ICE tecnology has reached the end of its road.

• Just ask Volkwagen about this issue.

Comments on Cost Saving ICE to EV to TaaS

• The ICE engine has over 2,000 moving parts

• The EV motor has 20 moving parts

• Even at this relatively primitive stage of bat-

tery technology the EV is cheaper to operate 

with crude oil above $10 p/b

• And then there is the issue of TaaS and AVs

• Transportation as a Service made possible by 

Autonomous Vehicles.

• In the metropolitan area personally owned ve-

hicles will become a dinosaur concept.

• This will yield further dramatic cost savings.

• So let us look at individually owned ICE to 

fleet owned TaaS. Estimates suggest:

• Estimated 90% reduction in financing costs

• Est. 80% reduction in maintenance costs

• Est. 90% reduction in insurance costs

• Est. 70% reduction in fuel costs
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For Crude Oil to Remain Competitive

New research by BNP Paribas Asset Management 

has determined that the long-term break-even oil 

price needs to be as low as $9 to $10 per barrel 

for gasoline cars to remain competitive with EVs.

What are the Chances?

See zero probability that crude oil will drop to and 

remaining as low as $10 p/b. OPEC and Russia are 

still making all efforts to keep the price of crude 

oil high and steady. The Short-term Energy Outlook 

by the US EIA pegs the average price for crude oil 

for 2020 at $65 p/b. The gap between $10 and $65 

is more than wide enough to keep the transition 

from ICE to EV at full steam ahead. Crude OIl pric-

es are simply too high and too volatile.

Can OPEC Stop Electrification by Cutting Prices?

No, they cannot. And its not even close.

• As just noted, to be competitive with EV costs, 

crude oil will need to be $9.50 p/b 

• Estimates for the average cost of crude oil pro-

duction in Saudi Arabia range from $9 to $10/b

• However, Forbes pegs the break-even profit-

ability for Saudi Aramco at $40 p/b

• And the IMF pegs the fiscal break even price of 

crude oil for Saudi Arabia at $83 p/b

• See next page for other OPEC fiscal break even 

crude oil prices.

• So no, neither the Saudis nor OPEC are any-

where near being able to stop electrification.

• This is mere wishful thinking of the worse kind 

for lovers of the status quo. 
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Looming Structural Problems for Saudi Arabia

• Based on OPEC data Saudi Arabia holds 18% of 

the world’s recoverable crude oil reserves.

• From the EIA and for 2019 14.9% of the world’s 

crude oil production comes from Saudi Arabia.

• Estimates for the cost of crude oil production 

in Saudi Arabia range from $9 to $10/b

• However, Forbes pegs the break-even profit-

ability for Saudi Aramco at $40/b

• The IMF pegs the fiscal break even price of 

crude oil for Saudi Arabia at $83 p/b for 2020

• Saudi Arabia produces 12 million b/d of crude.

• The Saudi production cost is $9.50 p/b but 

their fiscal break even is $83.62 p/b. 

• How can a regime this inefficient survive?

• All OPEC countries are in the same boat.

• The Saudi case is among the most egregious.

Fiscal Break-Even Crude Oil Prices - IMF

• Iran $124

• Bahrain $93

• Algeria $92

• Oman $85

• Saudi Arabia $83

• Libya $79

• United Arab Emirates $68

• Iraq $59

• Turkmenistan $56

• Uzbekistan $56

• Kuwait $50

• Mexico $49

• Azerbaijan $48

• Qatar $45

• Russia $40 ( for Urals, from Bloomberg )

• Kazakhstan $38

• Compared all this to a new post electrification 

equilibrium price for crude oil at $25
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Imagine the satisfaction of driving your environmentally friendly electric car for 1,500 miles without having to stop 
to recharge the battery – a distance more than four times as far as the best and most expensive model currently on 
the road.

Under the bonnet is a revolutionary new type of battery which, unlike those used in conventional electric cars, can 
also power buses, huge lorries and even aircraft. What’s more, it’s far simpler and cheaper to make than the batter-
ies currently in use in millions of electric vehicles around the world – and, unlike them, it can easily be recycled.

This might sound like a science-fiction fantasy. But it’s not. Last Friday, the battery’s inventor, British engineer and 
former Royal Navy officer Trevor Jackson, signed a multi-million-pound deal to start manufacturing the device on a 
large scale in the UK.

Ex-Navy officer ( nuclear scientist ) turned inventor signs a multi-million deal to produce 
his electric car ballery that will take drivers 1,500 miles without needing to charge
By David Rose for The Mail

Published: 19:47 EDT, 19 October 2019, Updated 16:21 EDT, 21 October 2019

Every New Technology Always Becomes Obsolete

• Every new technology will inevitably become obsolete.

• Trevor Jackson invented a practical air breathing battery 

whose fuel is aluminium.

• This development suggests that, for EVs anyway, the 

lithium-ion battery is already obsolete.

• Also obsolete - charging wait times.
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From TechCrunch.com

• https://techcrunch.com/2019/07/12/naval-

veteran-aluminum-air-metalectrique/

Technically described as “(Al)/air” batteries, 

these are the — almost — untold story from the 

battery world. For starters, an aluminum-air 

battery system can generate enough energy and 

power for driving ranges and acceleration similar 

to gasoline-powered cars.

Sometimes known as “Metal-Air” batteries, these 

have been successfully used in “off-grid” applica-

tions for many years, just as batteries powering 

army radios. The most attractive metal in this 

type of battery is aluminum because it is the 

most common metal on Earth and has one of the 

highest energy densities. 

From TechCrunch.com

• https://techcrunch.com/2019/07/12/naval-

veteran-aluminum-air-metalectrique/

Think of an air-breathing battery which uses 

aluminum as a “fuel.” That means it can provide 

vehicle power with energy originating from clean 

sources (hydro, geothermal, nuclear etc.). These 

are the power sources for most aluminum smelt-

ers all over the world. The only waste product is 

aluminum hydroxide and this can be returned to 

the smelter as the feedstock for — guess what? 

— making more aluminum! This cycle is therefore 

highly sustainable and separate from the oil in-

dustry. You could even recycle aluminum cans and 

use them to make batteries.
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How Long until Complete Electrification?

How About Never?

With the current state of the lithium ion bat-

tery the complete electrification of transporta-

tion would likely never happen.

How About in 15 Years?

With an Aluminum / Air battery that has a 1500 

mile range , full electrification will likely take 

no more than 15 years

How About in 10 Years?

Given the very rapid pace of the research in 

battery and electric motor technology, it may 

be prudent to get ready to experience a pace 

of change that we cannot now imagine.

What About the Gasoline Glut?

• At present one can debate whether the cur-

rent state of the Gasoline market reflects 

the early on-set of an EV market growth 

induced gasoline glut. 

• What will happen as EV market share grows 

from 2% to 7%, then to 15% and beyond? 

• Will refiners cut back their gasoline pro-

duction as EV market share grows?

• It is an understatement to say that refiners 

do not have a great track record of cutting 

runs in the face of over-production.

• It seems more likely that the weaker refin-

ers will close before the stronger ones.
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Progress Report

• For 2018 EV car sale in China are 1.1 million ver-

sus only 358,000 in the USA

• By 2021 China is expected to produce 70% of the 

world’s EVs

As of May 2019:

• China has 421,000 electric buses on the road ver-

sus only 300 is US and 425,000 worldwide

• By 2025 China has 600,000 electric buses with 

only 5,000 planned for the US.

• As of 2018 every German auto manufacturer has 

lost at least one top engineering team to a Chi-

nese car maker.

• Chine car companies are mass producing high 

quality, German designed electric vehicles. 

• China owns the future of EVs.

• With the exception of the made in America Tesla.

Some Transportation Related Forecasts for 2030

• ICE vehicles will no longer be produced.

• Older ICE vehicles will have no economic value.

• US Truck diesel demand falls 3 mil b/d

• Global truck diesel demand falls 6 mil b/d

• All new trucks are either EVs or both EVs and AVs

• Oil demand falls from 100 mb/d to 70 mb/d

• New equilibrium price of crude oil $34.00 per bbl

• Most of today’s crude fields will be stranded assets.

• However this does not mean these fields will stop 

producing crude oil. A chronic glut results.

• Despite lower crude prices, advances in batteries 

and electric motors will keep ICE uncompetitive.

• There will be significant political turmoil within 

each and every oil exporting country.

• Regimes will fall, from Saudi Arabia to Russia.

• US road taxes will be based on miles driven.

• Carbon emissions fall sharply.
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• “I have a Tesla. I’ve had it for three years. I’ve never done anything. There’s 

no fluid to change. There’s nothing.” he shared on “The Exchange.”

• “I predict that a child born today probably has as much chance of driving in 

a gas car as people today have been driving a car with a stick shift,” he said.

First gas station in America to ditch oil for 100% 
electric vehicle charging opens in Maryland
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Lyndon Johnson, Vietnam, and Walter Cronkite

From the very beginning of the conflict, and up into 1968, 

Walter Cronkite from CBS News was all in for fighting the 

war in Vietnam. He saw it as a necessary fight against 

communism. At the time Walter Cronkite was regarded 

as the most trusted man in America. He regarded the 

younger reports who were against the war as cynical and 

self-serving.

Then is a trip to Vietnam in February 1968, and fresh on 

the heels of the Tet Offensive, Cronkite saw a different 

conflict. The hour long broadcast that followed contained 

what came to be known as the “Cronkite Moment.” 

Cronkite concluded that the war was not winnable.

After hearing that, Lyndon Johnson was reported to have 

said that if he lost Walter Cronkite, he lost the American 

people. The truth that by February 1968 LBJ had already 

lost the American people. Cronkite’s conclusion was 

belated, not leading edge. However it was a significant 

nevertheless as confirming a shift in the collective mood.

The Internal Combustion Engine, the EV, and Jay Leno

The ICE is no Vietnam war. Neither is the ICE any LBJ. And 

Jay Leno is certainly no Walter Cronkite However I think 

there are some instructive parallels here. 

Anyone who has ever watched even one or two episodes 

of ‘Jay Leno’s Garage’ knows that Jay Leno is the world‘s 

foremost motor head and car nut. His obession actually 

seems borderline unhealthy.  

So what does it suggest if the ICE has lost Jay Leno? 

Jay Leno did not accumulate his wealth by leading the 

American public into cutting edge humor. He became so 

popular because he so precisely reflected the American 

mind set, the American collective mood, and of course 

the old-school version of American humor.

So if the ICE has lost Jay Leno, then it suggests that a 

very significant shift in the collective mood of America has 

already occurred. It suggests that the EV is in , and that 

the ICE is already out. And this suggests that Americans 

are only waiting for afford ability and range.
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Convenience Store / Gasoline Station Industry Impact

• From the US DOE and for 2016 model gasoline vehicles 

the median range is 412 miles.

• No one actually runs their gasoline tank to empty.

• So let us assume an effective range of 380 miles.

• Now imagine a fleet of aluminum/air fuel cell battery 

cars with a range of 1500 miles.

• And further assume that convenience stores get a 

monopoly on switching out metal-air batteries.

• Over 100,000 miles a metal-air battery would need 

to be switched out 67 times.

• Over the same 100,000 miles a gasoline car would 

need to be refilled 263 times.

• Per 100,000 miles per car this exercise finds a drop 

in store visits from  263 to only 67

• That works out to a 75% drop in store traffic.

• Even with a monopoly on fuel cell replacements the 

convenience store industry would be in trouble.

TaaS and the Convenience Store Industry

• In city, urban, and even suburban settings the rise of 

TaaS will mean the fall of car ownership.

• Convenience store owners in these environments will 

need to ask themselves two simple questions.

1. Would anyone take an Uber or Lift to my store?

2. Do I have anything to pull in the car-less?
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But what about the Electrical Grid?

• The electrical grid connects generation to end users.

• In the US electric grid fully two-thirds of the power that 

is generated is lost as heat over the transmission lines 

before it reaches the end users.

• This dinosaur of a system, by most estimates, will need to 

generate an additional 18% of electric power to fuel the 

complete electrification of transportation.

• There are those that say ‘no problem’.

• The trucks, buses, cars, tuk-tuks, and bicycles will all 

recharge in the over-night off-peak hours.

• Then there are those who say transport electrification will 

never happen because the grid is not up to the task.

• Think a few spots of history will help us sort this out.

The Rise of the Whale Oil Industry

They did not cancel the whale oil industry early on because 

it was too difficult to catch the whales and the voyage risks 

were too high. They invented the harpoon and capitalism 

plugged in limited liability corporations and the entrepreneur-

ial spirit. Back then America excelled at this sort of thing and 

and so US ships completely dominated the industry.

The Rise of King Coal

As the down of the industrial revolution it was immediately 

obvious that wood as a fuel source was not going to cut it. 

Coal was going to be necessary. Lots of it. No coal, no indus-

trial revolution. Note that the industrial revolution was not 

cancelled because there was no way to get enough coal out 

of the ground, and then get it to factory towns. Capitalism 

stepped in, invented coal mining, the steam engine, the rail-

road, and very quickly built out this new system.

The Rise of Kerosene as Lighting Fluid

When the first success oil well was drilled in Pennsylvania in 

1859 it was already known how to distill crude oil to get kero-

sene. They did not cap that well because no one was using 

kerosene as lighting fluid. Capitalism stepped in, and within a 

year there were already forty kerosene plants in America.

The Rise of Electric Lighting

When Edison invented a practical light bulb in 1879 he did not 

abandon the idea because there was no electrical grid, The 

system of capitalism quickly stepped in and build out a grid. 
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The California Grid

• California now has 49% of all registered 

electric vehicles in the US

• California now has 46.8% of all new EV 

registrations in the US

• As of May 2018 California has 31% of all 

EV charging stations in the US

• So it would clearly behoove us to see how 

California is dealing with EV charging

Observations

• CA are doing just fine without Coal

• However, EV charging in CA would clearly 

not be possible without Natgas.

• And the more rapid the growth of EVs, the 

more indispensable Natgas will become.

• And there are those well known Natgas 

pipeline bottleneck risks.

• As for off-peak over-night charging, Solar 

is clearly not the solution without a mas-

sive investment in batteries.
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What Electrification of Transportation is Not

• It is about saving money.

• It is not about altering the component mix 

of electric generation.

• As can be seen below, other factors have 

been  at work in that arena.

FYI
Natgas has been replacing 
Coal because it is cheaper
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Will Still Very Much Need Refineries, However...

• Oil demand from passenger transportation  

may well fall 90% by 2035

• Oil consumption from US passenger miles could 

easily drop from 8 mil b/d in 2020 to less than 

1 mil b/d by 2030 - 2035

Refinery Operations by 2035

There will be precious little demand for:

• Gasoline and gasoline blending components

• Road Diesel

• Refineries will be producing Asphalt, VLSFO. 

Jet, and Petrochemicals.

• There is a big question for refiners in this.

• Given the existing and available crude oil 

slate, how completely can gasoline production 

levels be minimized?

• And then there is the issue of refined products 

pipeline through-put. 

• How well will the pipeline system work with 

only marginal volumes of gasoline and diesel?
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Can Electrification of Transportation Save us from Corn Ethanol?

• Oil demand from passenger transportation  falls 90% by 2035

• Oil consumption from US passenger miles falls from 8 mil b/d 

in 2020 to less than 1 mil b/d by 2030 - 2035

• Dramatically reduced demand for Gasoline by 2030

• Severe, chronic and systemic  Gasoline glut by 2025

• The silver lining for the petroleum complex, what will remain 

of it, is an opportunity to finally ditch Corn based Ethanol 

• On the face of it the Ethanol mandate was passed as an energy 

saving measure.

• An Ethanol mandate would seem pointless if Gasoline demand 

implodes and a severe  Gasoline glut enshrines itself.

• After all, the Ethanol Mandate is an ‘energy solution’ that only 

a Corn farmer could love.

• Corn depletes the soil like nothing else.

• The vast, required amounts of fertilizer poisons the soil and 

pollutes the water supply.

• Making Ethanol consumes more energy than ethanol produces.

• And Ethanol is highly corrosive.
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https://www.pluglesspower.com/learn/driving-electricity-cheaper-gas-50-states/

Electricity is Cheaper than 
Gasoline Across all 50 States

savings per year of 
normal driving
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statista.com/chart/6586/electric-vehicle-charging-infrastructure/ g-electricity-cheaper-gas-50-states/

Easier to be Electric on the Coasts
• As is the case with all things American, there 

are economic advantages to living on the coasts.
• And population density most certainly should be 

counted as a factor.
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Oil Price Spikes from Here

• What we thought we knew of the oil industry 

is fast receding in the rearview mirrors of EVs

• All future price spikes in petroleum will simply 

accelerate the transition from ICE to EVs

Endangered Species

• National Oil Companies

• The long standing emphasis on maximizing 

gasoline output at the refinery gate

• Diesel Mechanics

Surviving Species

• The Tire Industry

• Windshield Wiper manufacturers

• Auto Glass industry

New Industry: Car and Truck Remanufacturing

• The electric drive train will last 1 to 2 million 

miles but the body and suspension will not.

• A new market will arise for placing new bodies 

on high mileage chassis like the VW MEB
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Two Major Risks Ahead for Crude Oil Bulls

1. The next financial crisis

2. The electrification of ground transportation

• See both as inevitable and unavoidable.

• Either of these alone would be fully capable of taking 

crude oil on a trip back down to the teens.

• The difference between the two would be what occurs 

after the teens are hit. See next page.

( WTI + Brent ) /2  --  monthly

Triangle Support
The two triangle 
support lines are of 
identical duration.

Triangle Resistance
The two triangle resistance 
lines are of identical slope 
and duration.

The New EV Range?

• $49.00 resistance

• $34.00 mid-point

• $19.00 support
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Post Next Financial Crisis versus Post-Electrification

• After the last financial crisis WTI + Brent recovered 

from a $34.00 low to a $120.00 peak

• After the bursting of the Dot-Com bubble crude oil 

recovered from $17.00 to $147.00

• After the Asian Financial Crisis crude oil recovered from 

$10.00 to $36.00

• But after electrification, how will crude oil recover?

( WTI + Brent ) /2  --  monthly
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RBOB   -  monthly

The Bigger Picture Elliott Wave Case

• Still expecting a couple more years of triangle congestion 

before the next and final major leg down.

• Expect that upcoming congestion will be contained 

below 2.2855 and above 1.2450

• Like the years between 3.4800 and 2.4440
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Ethanol ( EH )   -  monthly The Bigger Picture Bear Case

• Still peg the extended, narrow range congestion 

from the 1.292 low as a bear market correction

• Still expecting another punishing leg down.
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ULSD   -  monthly
The Bigger Picture Bear Case

• The bull case for extended distillate disruption from IMO 

2020 would help fill out a multi-year triangle congestion.

• Any such rebound would be the last hurrah for diesel.

• The question is whether the final leg down to the .6900 

area will be driven by the electrification of diesel tricks, 

or the next financial crisis, or both at once.
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Conclusions

1. Every major change in the primary energy source 

was driven by the advent of a cheaper supply.

2. The status quo only persists until the next step 

forward in cost savings. 

3. Transportation is now in the early stages of a major 

transition from ICE to EV

4. Petroleum is the new whale oil.

5. The time-line of this inevitable transition will only 

accelerate as EV technology evolves.

The Wisdom of Sheik Yamani

Sheik Yamani famously noted that “the ‘Stone Age’ did not end because the world ran out of stones, and 

the oil age will not end because we run out of oil.” The actual origin of this quote was Don Huberts, an 

executive at Royal Dutch Shell. His quotation was carried in the July 1999 issue of the Economist.

As we have already noted, not one major energy source transition in the history of the world was driven 

by scarcity. Every transition, without exception, was driven by a cost savings. 
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Beware of the ‘Titanic Effect’

If it can’t sink, you don’t need lifeboats

• Many in the petroleum sector will undoubtedly find 

it quite easy to entirely dismiss the contents of this 

report and its conclusions.

• After all, the status quo of a petroleum fueled, ground 

based transportation has been in force since the horses 

were pushed aside.

• So I strongly expect that many in the petroleum based 

ground transportation field will see no need to plan for 

an outcome they see as wildly implausible.

• For those who grew up charging their ipods, ipads, and 

iphones, stopping to charge their cars is no big deal.

• Especially when the EV produces dramatic cost savings 

over an ICE
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After the Presses Addendum:

13 Dec 2019 -- ‘Cadillac to be all electric by 2030’

• The longest passenger car ever built was a Cadillac.

•  The 1973 Fleetwood 75 was just under 21 feet long.

• Cadillac has long had the reputation of an old man’s car

• For new cars, and as recently as 2013 Cadillac was still 

#3 on the list of the oldest average buyers.

• Just behind Lincoln and Buick.

• For used cars and from CarMax for the year 2017 the 

brand with the oldest average buyer was Cadillac.

• Is this announcement from Cadillac a cry for younger 

buyers, or yet another nail in the ICE coffin?


